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Universitas Sumatera Utara Medan, Indonesia poltaksihombing@yahoo.com Abstract In 

this research, we proposed the development of the Document Similarity Detector (DSD) 

by Jaccard formulation.  

 

By this formulation, we can calculate the document similarity based on fitness value. In 

the retrieval process, we modified the keywords of documents to be the chromosome in 

the Genetic Algorithm (GA) process in finding the Keyword Solution (KS) by Keyword 

Competition. Keyword Competition means to eliminate some of keywords based on 

fitness value of Jaccard.  

 

As the data testing, we used the collection paper in Proceeding of SNIKOM, in Medan. 

We used the GA method to eliminate some of keywords in order to get the most 

potential keywords of documents in database. We then calculate the appearance of 

keywords that resulted by GA in the paper collection of documents in the database.  

 

This research resulted the similarity value of documents retrieved from database. 

Keywords — Jaccard formulation, Genetic Algorithm, keyword competition, document 

similarity, retrieval. I. INTRODUCTION Nowadays, the increasing of documents in the 

database growth very fast.  

 



The challenge is more on the retrieval of the right documents since documents stored in 

a database grow very fast and soon become unmanageable. This situation often 

resulted in difficulty to retrieve a document from a database which is expected to be 

very relevant to a [1]. The goal of any Retrieval System is to help a user to locate the 

right document or those documents that have the potential to satisfy his information 

need.  

 

To solve this problem, researchers have implemented some methods such as inverted 

index, Boolean querying, knowledge- based, neural network, probabilistic retrieval and 

machine learning approach, etc. The most frequently used techniques include symbolic, 

inductive learning algorithms, multiple- layered, feed-forward neural networks such as 

back propagation networks, and evolution-based genetic algorithm (GA) [6].  

 

The main problem in this paper is a discussion about the document similarity testing 

using Jaccard function in genetic algorithm process. In this research, we used the paper 

collection of SNIKOM (Seminar Nasional Ilmu Komputer) as the datatest. The GA was 

used because of its ability to optimizing of document retrieval by keywords competition.  

 

In GA process a chromosome is generated by gene which represents bit (0 and 1)[5]. We 

develop the prototype of document similarity detector of document retrieval by Jaccard 

formulation called it DSD (Document Similarity Detector) [12]. By this prototype we can 

test how many similar a document to the other one in a database II. METHODOLOGY A.  

 

The Typical of System Figure 1 shows the methodology of a typical our development 

systems. A document collection is represented by some of keywords. In the first step, 

those keywords will be modified to be chromosomes[8]. All of chromosomes will be 

selected based on fitness value by Jaccard formulation in GA process.  

 

A user who wishes to search this document collection expresses an information need in 

the form of query that is posed to the system. By this experimental set up, we can see 

the results of GA scheme document retrieval similarity by Jaccard similarity 

formulation[9]. The user can interacted with this ranked list by indicating documents 

that related to his information need. B.  

 

Jaccard formulation We proposed the document similarity detector based on fitness 

value by Jaccard fitness formulation[10]. To be 1 in document 1 = k1 x d1, and the 

appearance of k2 in document 2 = k2 x d2, and the appearance of KS ki in document j = 

ki x dj and the appearance of total KS ki,...n in all of documents collection = Ktotal. The 

Jaccards formulation as shown in equation 1 as the common measure of term or 

keyword[2][3][4].  



 

In this way, the X & Y symbols represent the element of document. If #(X) is equal to 

#(Y) then Jaccard value is 1, (the symbol # means number of element X, X means 

element of document X and Y means element of document Y). That means if X element 

that document X is precisely the same with document Y. Element of document may be 

represented by terms or keywords.  

 

If a keyword is presented in a document, the bit is set to 1; otherwise it is set to 0. Each 

document could be represented in terms of a sequence of 0s and 1s. Document with a 

higher Jaccard higher probability of similarity. Jaccard formulation is shown as following: 

= (1) Where #(S) showing number of element in S, for example: S = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, 

j}; If X = {a, b, e, g, h, i, j}; and Y = {b, c, d, f, g, j} Figure 1: The Typical of System III. 

PROTOTYPE We have developed the Prototype of DSD formulation.  

 

In the prototype, the DSD formulation will determine the similarity measure of 

document retrieved from database. The DSD prototype is shown in figure 2. Figure 2. 

The Prototype of DSD We have developed a Document Similarity Detector in DSD 

prototype as is shown in figure 2. In the prototype, keyword Competition Approach by 

fitness value in Jaccard formulation will determine which the chromosome is having the 

opportunity to be continued in the next generation. Fitness is a value that is used to 

select the chromosome for the next generation process.  

 

The objective of this phase is to obtain fitness value of chromosome. Fitness of 

chromosome is a value that used in selecting each chromosome for the next generation. 

Fitness value evaluation depends on the case of each chromosome in each generation. 

We have implemented the Jaccrs fitness functions in this research as shown in the DSD 

prototype as is shown in figure 2. IV.  

 

RESULTED The last process in GA process will result the keywords solution as the last 

keyword. The last keyword called keyword solution or KS will be linked to documents 

collection in database. In the next process, the system will count how many times the 

appearance of KS and rank document retrieved according to each KS.  

 

The DSD prototype then present the document retrieved as shown in table 1. TABLE 1. 

THE DSD RESULTED Rank Doc. Similarity (%) Paper- Id The Title of Documents collection 

1 36.11% 165 Study of Compression Data Arithmetic Coding and Cryptography RSA 2 

23.21% 274 Securing text messages with a combination of one-time pad cryptographic 

algorithms and playfair cipher 3 20.67% 542 Type of Attack on Digital Image 

Watermarking Spread Spectrum 4 14.31% 172 Increasing Digital Audio Watermarking 

Robustness Through MSB and Algortima RSA 5 12.38% 189 Recognition of Digital 



Signatures Using the Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) Method Table 1 presents the 

example of similarity calculation of paper collection retrieved. We find out that the 

similarity percentage is: 36.11% in paper-Id 165, followed by paper-Id 274 (23.21%), 

paper-Id 542 (20.67%), paper-Id 172 (14.31%), and paper-Id 189 (12.38%). V. 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK A.  

 

Conclusion In this research we have proposed proposed the Jaccards formulation as the 

fitness in GA Process in order to get the keyword solution in Keyword Competition (KC) 

scheme. The KC scheme have been tested in the database of paper collection of 

SNIKOM (Seminar Nasional Ilmu Komputer) in Medan. Information of Document; 

Id;title;keyword; year;Abstract.  

 

ferensi Clustering Data test Query GA Keywords Jaccard Result Users Searching By 

looking into the relationship of number of queries, we can conclude that if the query 

increases, the similarity value does not increased. This supports our propose work which 

proposed that to get the potential relevant document (more similar) from database, we 

need to search by the potential keyword, and to do this it is important to select the set 

of asers kerosed in tesech [9].  

 

The behavior of GA process on similarity in KC scheme, we have observed that if the 

number of query increases, therefore the sum of generation, crossover, mutation and 

process time also increased. We conclude that if the number of queries, crossover, and 

mutation increases, then the similarity percentage of document retrieved does not 

increase.  

 

From the effect of sum of generation in KC scheme, we can conclude that even though 

the sum of generation increases, the percentage of similarity value does not necessarily 

increase. In terms of process time generation, we conclude that if the sum of generation 

increases, the time of process also increases. B. Future work The work presented in this 

research is by no means complete.  

 

Rather, we believe that the ideas are a starting point for a number of interesting 

projects, either related to information retrieval. We have tested in this research, KC 

approach and keyword based ranking scheme have succeeded in implementation in 

DSD prototype. We hope this prototype can be developed further to the large scope 

such as plagiarism detector.  

 

In a future work, we outline some particular projects which we think could be rewarding. 

These projects are; to the improvement of information access systems in networks and 

build it in the digital library by multi dimensional searching in the larger database.  
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